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Goals for today´s webinar

What differentiation is

How to differentiate

Differentiation strategies



Same or different ?



Draw an apple.





What is differentiation ?

Differentiation is a process by which teachers

provide opportunities for pupils to achieve their

potentional, working at their own pace

through a variety of relevant learning activities.

(Convery & Coyle 1993)



What is differentiation ?

response

needs



Why do we differentiate?

 All kids are different.

 One size does not fit all.

 What is fair isn’t always equal.



Carol  Ann 

Tomlinson (2006)

Differentiation

According to students’

Readiness Interests Learning style Environment



How to start differentiation?

 be aware of the different

strengths and weaknesses

of the students



How to start differentiation?

 you can build a group

profile to know more 

about students’ interests



How to start differentiation?

 be aware of 

the different

ways in your

students

learn and 

take account

of this in 

planning your

teaching

What is

your

students’

learning

style?



How to start differentiation?

 create a supportive,

non-threatening atmosphere



Management suggestions

 students should be given
managable tasks, clear and 
short goals to keep them
motivated by success

goals + success



Management suggestions

 make time to speak 
to each student 
individually in order 
to give feedback 
and support



Teachers can differentiate through

Content Process Product

 what students

learn

 facts

 concepts

 principles

 skills

It does not mean

teaching different

content. It means

teaching the

content differently!

 ways to differentiate

the content

 varied texts, resource

materials

 tiered assingments

 fexible grouping

 diagrams, charts

 graphic organizer

 products that

students create to 

demonstrate the

mastery of concepts

 give a presentation

 write an essay

 make a poster

 conduct a debate

 write a poem

 present a puppet

show



Differentiation strategies

are based on:

 the activity

 the learning outcome

 the students



Differentiation by task

 set the same task but give the variety

of contexts (different degrees of difficulty)



Differentiation by task

 set slightly different tasks for different

students dependant on their abilities, skills, 

ways of learning



Differentiation by task

 set extention task to develop the activity which helps

to complete the work

It is me.



Differentiation by task

 use challenge
cards of varying

degrees of 

difficulty to extend

the task or activity



Challenge cards Solution cards



Differentiation by questioning

 questions are directed to specific students



Gap approach



Gap approach



Project and problem-based

activities

 allow the students to approach

a problem in a wide variety of ways



Differentiation by support

 tutor support

 teamwork



Flexible grouping

 ability/ mixed ability

 single gender/ mixed gender

 friendship group



Snowballing

 students start working alone

 then form groups of 2,4.

 notes on the whiteboard

 poster

 presentation



Snowballing



Jigsaw



Jigsaw



Differentiation by interest

 use student interest as a motivating factor

 group students with similar interests

 set tasks themed on student interest

 give students opportunities

to share their skills, knowledge



Gallery walk



Tiered assignments

 varied levels of 
tasks (2 or more)

 students explore 
the same 
essential ideas 

 different work, 
not simply more 
or less work 

 equally
active,interesting 
and engaging

 fair in terms of 
work 
expectations and 
time needed



Character map

look

ideas

goals

your

opinion

struggles

changes

charater



Open - ended activities



Open - ended activities



Compacting

high-ability students learn more

encourages independence

eliminates boredom

 recognizes large reservoir of 

knowledge



Tic Tac Toe



A/ different

approach to 

the task

differentiation

D/ flexible

grouping

E/ expecting kids

who are gifted to 

always know

everything

C/ present the

lesson through

different

modes

B/ giving more of the same

kind work to kids who have

shown mastery

A, C, D



Benefits

 reach all learners

benefits all students - gifted, who fall

behind, not complete the lessons

best learning experience for all

motivating

 it is value not toleration

students demonstrate what they know



Remember – the teacher 

does not try to differentiate 

everything for everyone 

every day!

Changing teacher practice

Start small

Differentiate a task for a small block of time

Fairness is not treating all students the same, 

fairness is providing what individual students need.



44

Discussion question

What are you already 

doing to differentiate 

instruction in your 

classroom?
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